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ABSTRACT
His interest piqued by psychological research on the drug, in 1953, Aldous Huxley swallowed four-tenths
of a gram of mescaline with the hope that his experience would lead to a better understanding of the
mind’s role in human perception. Mescaline is a relatively innocuous hallucinogen found in several
species of cacti, the most well-known being Peyote, a small plant that many of the native peoples of the
American Southwest and Mexico respect as a divine gift. Western science has approached the drug’s
effects more pragmatically, studying the chemical and psychological changes that accompany mescaline
intoxication, but for the more personally driven experimenter it has not lost its philosophical allure.
Huxley approached his experiment conscious of both the scientific and philosophical issues surrounding
the alteration of consciousness, and recorded his analysis of the experience in two short books, The Doors
of Perception and Heaven and Hell. A discerning glance at the titles of these two works suggests a direct
relationship with Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, but the degree to which Blakean concepts
actually form the foundation for Huxley’s reflections has not yet been thoroughly examined. Huxley cites
his fascination with Blake as a primary factor in his decision to take mescaline, and whether or not one
agrees with him that hallucinogenic experiments can be a legitimate expression of intellectual curiosity,
Huxley did encounter something closely akin to what he considered to be Blake’s way of seeing. A large
part of what makes this text fascinating in the context of the Blake legend is the way in which Huxley
appropriates Blakean terminology to explain his experience, and in locating the points at which his
argument echoes and diverges from Blake’s own. Such analysis shows that Huxley was working with a
strongly legendary model of Blakean perception. Ironically, Blakean language is most clearly present
when Huxley’s argument is somewhat contrary to Blake’s own, but when he reaches his essentially
Blakean conclusion he fails to recognize the closeness of his thoughts to those of Blake. More specifically,
Huxley does not recognize that his conclusions concerning the necessity of contraries in human
perception correlates almost perfectly with Blake’s ideas. This essay will compare the two authors’
notions of perception and enlightenment, mostly those found in Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
and Huxley’s The Doors of Perception, and show the presence of the legend in Huxley’s understanding of
Blake.
INTRODUCTION
In October of 2003, the renowned Oxford physicist Roger Penrose delivered a lecture at Princeton
University on quantum mechanics, or more specifically, what he thinks are the shortcomings of current
quantum theory. He used an illustration of a mermaid sitting on a rock with her tail end in the water and
her upper body above water as a visual metaphor for the relationship between the way we understand
the quantum world, and the way we perceive our physical surroundings. The fuzzy fish and plants below
the waterline represented the non-deterministic quantum world, and lacked the clarity and sharp
definitions that characterized the above-water scene, which represented the deterministic world of
physical perception. The problem with quantum mechanics is that quantum particles behave in a manner
that belies our basic physical assumptions. A unit of matter that we recognize as a single particle, for
instance, can be split, and theoretically exist in two different places. As of yet, the terminology employed
by the field fails to reconcile what we hold to be true on a sub-atomic level, with the reality of sensory
perception, and will consequently remain theoretical and fuzzy unless a new vocabulary is adopted.
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Quite simply, there is a gap between the abstractions of theory and the concrete substantiality of
experience, which quantum mechanics cannot yet adequately explain.
In his essay, “The Education of an Amphibian,” Huxley employs a strikingly similar metaphor to
describe the disparity between theoretical and sensory perception. “Whether we like it, or not” writes
Huxley, “we are amphibians, living simultaneously in the world of experience and the world of notions,
in the world of direct apprehension of Nature, God, and ourselves, and the world of abstract, verbalized
knowledge about these primary facts” (15). Huxley employs the structuralist argument that all
knowledge rests on a system of symbols that are intended to represent the “primary facts” of direct
experience, but no matter how clever or complete those symbols are, they can never actually be the idea
or object that they stand for. The difficulty with quantum theory then, is quite similar to the difficulties
faced by philosophers trying to gain a deeper understanding of God, or the soul—one deals with a world
too small for direct comprehension, the other with a world that is too large.
For Huxley, immediacy of experience is essential for true, internalized learning to take place;
unfortunately, the subjective element in each individual’s construction of reality makes the transfer of
experience from one person to another extremely difficult, if not impossible. The question in The Doors of
Perception is whether or not the subjective boundaries of perception can be eclipsed temporarily to
provide a glimpse into an objective enlightenment. Huxley begins similarly to the way a scientist would
conduct an experiment, pragmatically describing the problem of human subjectivity and how he hoped
mescaline would help him to transcend his normal, limited state. Subjective existence is described in
fairly bleak terms: “We live together, we act on, and react to, one another; but always and in all
circumstances we are by ourselves. The martyrs go hand in hand into the arena; they are crucified alone...
Sensations, feelings, insights, fancies—all these are private, and except through symbols and at second
hand, incommunicable” (12). Every individual is essentially an “island universe,” arranging the world
into personal sets of symbols and connotations, that are at once broad enough to be called a “universe”
and at the same time severely bounded by an inability to move outside of oneself, and therefore an
island.
Perception, then, is paradoxical, a limited infinity which Huxley attempts to reconcile by
separating experience into two spheres, one which is inside, the other outside. The inside sphere refers to
immediacy, that which can be understood first-hand, the personal segment derived from the greater
objective reality which constitutes the outside. What is outside, be it subatomic matter, God, or another
person’s universe, lies beyond immediacy and can only be truly understood to the degree that it can be
made to fit into the extant set of symbols. Moving beyond finite subjectivity into an infinite objectivity is a
desirable goal for Huxley, but to do so requires the removal of the main eliminative agents that form
consciousness—the mind and the self—a task that Huxley admits is most certainly impossible. Their role
however, can be reduced, and even if he can never know exactly “what it feels like to be Sir John Falstaff
or Joe Louis” (14), the personal universe can be expanded. “It had always seemed to me possible,” writes
Huxley, “that, through hypnosis, for example...or else by taking the appropriate drug, I might so change
my ordinary mode of consciousness as to be able to know, from the inside out, what the visionary, the
medium, even the mystic were talking about” (14). Mescaline, Huxley hoped, would be the appropriate
drug that could help him to transcend the self and see the world without his usual filters on reality, that
“the drug would admit [him] at least for a few hours, into the kind of inner world described by Blake”
(14).
The question is, what defines Blakean perception, and why did Huxley admire it so deeply?
Furthermore, are the ideas of the two authors consistent enough with one another that Huxley’s
experiences can be considered characteristic of Blake’s inner world? One might begin by examining
Huxley’s belief in an objective reality that exists beyond human perception, a reality that can be accessed
when the ego filters are eliminated. Blake sought to move beyond the meaningless distinction between
subject and object, so there is a major divide between the two authors concerning the character of what is
“out there.” The processes, however, by which Huxley’s island man can transcend his condition to a
blissful objectivity, and Blake’s myopic nature-worshiper could realize his own imaginative potential, are
quite similar. In his early poem, There is No Natural Religion, Blake writes “He who sees the in-/finite in all
things,/ sees God. He who/ sees the Ratio only/ sees himself only” (12), and in doing so makes two
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assumptions that have already been shown to be of fundamental importance to Huxley. First, the idea
that one can see either God or oneself in all things rests on the basic presumption that there are different
levels of perception, one enlightened and the other limited. The second assumption is that the inability to
achieve the enlightened state is a function of the ego and its need to package the world into a self-created
set of symbols. Huxley and Blake share these assumptions, but disagree on the value of the outer world.
There are many peripheral correlatives between the two authors’ works, but The Doors of
Perception is especially convenient for comparative purposes because of its direct and conscious
relationship to Blake. In order to divulge more thoroughly the textual, accepted fundamentals of Blakean
thought, as well as Huxley’s understanding of Blake, it is necessary to provide a brief overview of The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Blake’s most comprehensive philosophical poem and the text to which
Huxley’s work can be most appropriately compared. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is a satiric parody of
Emanuel Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell. Consisting of twenty-seven illustriously engraved plates, it
represents Blake’s rejection of the Swedenborgian model of good and evil, that holds human desire to be
the source of all that is iniquitous. Drawing from a dogmatic reading of the Bible, Swedenborg writes, “it
is plain from the first chapter of Genesis,—where it is said... ‘God saw everything that He had made, and
behold it was very good,’—and also from the primeval state of man in Paradise, that everything God
created was good. And it is plain from the second state of Adam... that evil arose from man” (686). The
logical extension of this mode of thought, that mankind’s free will and creative abilities are curses rather
than blessings, and should be restrained, is a notion that Blake found reprehensible.
The premise of Blake’s rebuttal is that while free will and passive adherence to God’s will may
represent opposite forces in mankind, it is not morally superior to be governed by one and not the
other—both are necessary in their opposition to one another. Beneath a depiction of the liberated soul
rejoicing in the infernal flames, Blake writes on the third plate—“Without contraries is no progression.
Attraction and repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to Human existence / From
these contraries spring what the religious call Good and Evil. Good is the passive that obeys Reason Evil
is the active springing from Energy” (77). The idea that contraries are the essence of human progression is
central to Blake’s thesis, and carries with it the fascinating intimation that the triumph of good over evil is
not a desirable end, although this point has frequently been misinterpreted. Clearly the labels “good” and
“evil” are being applied sarcastically to restraint and desire, as the necessity of both negates the worth of
any absolute value judgment. Rather than creating moral distinctions, Blake’s work deconstructs what
Swedenborg considered evil, and finds it to be the soul of creation, and the primary source of vitality in
human existence.
Blake’s famous painting of Isaac Newton in which the mathematician is depicted in a hunched
position, drawing painfully small diagrams with a compass, is his artistic representation of his disdain for
the idea that the entirety of the universe can be explained through mathematical ratio. As previously
noted, seeing the ratio will lead only to seeing the self, and a solipsistic perspective misses the infinite
grandeur of creation. Likewise, Blake felt that Newton’s notion of explaining the world through
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mathematical theory was narrow, and the minute scope of Newton’s focus is intended to look pitiful:
Blake’s Newton. Circa 1805
A miniature version of Newton’s compass reappears on the fifth plate of The Marriage of Heaven
and Hell under the passage, “Those who restrain desire do so because theirs is weak enough to be
restrained... and being restrained it by degrees becomes passive until it is only the shadow of desire” (79).
Passivity is always negative in Blake, as it implies a manner of receiving rather than creating, or reception
rather than perception. Newton’s adherence to ratio and Swedenborg’s belief in the morality of restraint
are joined as finite, and limiting, contraries to
man’s infinite desire for life and creation. When man’s natural creative energy is suffocated and replaced
by reason or nature worship, he becomes a mere shadow, and like Huxley’s island universes, will wallow
in self-absorption, having no choice but to view everything through a pre-existing and narrow set of
symbols.
Even though Blake positions himself on the side of Hell and is, at times, contemptuous towards
his contrary, he would not make the mistake of trying to eliminate it. It is important to note that much of
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is written sarcastically, from a narrative perspective that is not Blake’s
own; he is writing to establish the infernal side of the contrary set of reason and energy, so it is easy to
confuse Blake’s attempt to demonstrate with an attempt to convert. Reason and Energy are contraries,
and as such are dependent upon one another. “Two classes of men are always upon the earth,” explains
Blake, “& they should be enemies; whoever tries to reconcile them seeks to destroy existence” (90). The
symbiotic conflict between these two classes of men is also an internal conflict within every individual,
and is symbolized on plate sixteen in Blake’s discussion of the “prolific” (energy) and the “devourer”
(reason/ratio). The relationship between the two is the perfect model of Blakean contraries, as the two are
entwined in an interminable state of conflict in which the prolific perpetually creates in the immediate
media of life and energy while the devourer deadens his creations by imprisoning them in a system of
symbols. The creative force of the prolific was a destructive force according to Swedenborg, and Blake’s
apparent exaltation of the prolific over the devourer is his attempt to rebalance the contrary. It is
important not to confuse the ostensible polarity of this passage with Blake’s deeper message, since
oppositional forces are dependent upon one another, and the glorious prolific “would cease to be the
prolific unless the devourer as a sea received the excess of his delights” (90). In a more practical sense, the
pure creation that takes place beyond the level of symbolized knowledge, or even in spite of it, requires
its less virile contrary as a vessel of expression, even if that vessel obscures meaning with symbols.
What is removed by the vessel, however, can be restored by a perception that transcends symbols
and encounters the idea immediately. By arguing that mortal creation takes place on some level beyond
finite perception, Blake is making the weighty claim that human perception can also exist on an infinite,
or even divine, plane. This claim is in direct contention with the dogmatic vision of the Swedenborgian
devourers of the world, who hold sacred the separation of man and God. Blake addresses his critics,
asserting, “some will say, Is not God alone the Prolific? I answer, God only acts & Is, in existing beings or
Men” (90), and in doing so exposes a flaw in Swedenborg’s reasoning: if all of God’s creations are good,
and man is God’s creation, is not man’s desire also created by God and therefore good? That man is the
possessor of infinite desire, and can conceive of a God, is proof enough for Blake that there is a portion of
God in man because nothing infinite could be contained by something that is solely finite.
Most people operate only on the finite level, believing in the totality of their own created forms,
but for humankind to reach its full creative potential it must regain contact with the infinite. Blake
describes this process in the apocalyptic vision found on the fourteenth plate from which Huxley extracts
the title Doors of Perception: “The ancient tradition that the world will be consumed by fire at the end of six
thousand years is true, as I have heard from Hell, / For the cherub with his flaming sword is hereby
commanded to leave his guard at the tree of life, and when he does, the whole creation will be consumed,
and appear infinite. and holy whereas it now appears finite and corrupt. / This will come to pass by an
improvement of sensual enjoyment. / But first, the notion that man has a body distinct from his soul, is to
be expunged; this I shall do, by printing in the infernal method, by corrosives, which in Hell are salutary
and medicinal, melting apparent surfaces away, and displaying the infinite which was hid, / If the doors
of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to man as it is, infinite— / For man has closed
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himself up, till he sees all things through narrow chinks of his cavern” (87-88). To recapture the infinite,
man must be willing to leave behind his self-created, restraining system of symbols, because to adhere to
such a code is to wallow in the ratio. Such self-absorption leads to a secondhand existence in a cavern of
restraint, a condition which man should strive to rise above, as it prevents him from seeing that portion of
the infinite which exists in all things, or more appropriately, exists within every mind and can be used to
perceive all things. To cleanse perception then, is to destroy the subjective and limiting cavern, whose
walls are built by the ego, and reveal the infinite through creative vision. In A Vision of the Last Judgment,
Blake captured the difference between imaginative and unimaginative perception by noting two separate
manners of describing the sun: one could say that the sun is a flaming disk that looks rather like a guinea,
or one could see the sun as the heavenly choir singing hallelujah. The guinea sun, as Northrop Frye has
pointed out, is only a lowest common denominator that merely abstracts a plain physical description, and
in doing so, constricts the sun to that one way of being seen. The Blakean comparison to the heavenly
choir, however, sees the sun imaginatively rather than physically, and invites a degree of play to the
symbol which the unimaginative mind tried to eliminate. The distinction here is not unlike that which
Coleridge drew between the fancy and imagination in his Biographia Literaria.
To summarize the preceding points, Blake saw human perception as a limited sliver of a possible
imaginative paradise of vision; symbols and forms are the results of an eliminative creation, in which the
mind turns into a filter for the purpose of creating a manageable, but stale inner world. When the sense of
self is allowed to assert itself, it fortifies the barrier between subject and object, until the dead landscape is
accepted as the whole of creation, and any conception of the infinite is lost. To see only the self instead of
the infinite is confining, and turns one into a devourer who “only takes portions of existence and fancies
that the whole” (90). Diminishing the role of the ego in perception frees the mind through the elimination
of the self/other, subject/object dichotomy, and thus reveals the infinite potential of a perception that
creates rather than accepts. When man sees himself and the whole of creation as infinite he will recognize
the necessity of contraries, and with this recognition will transcend the dogmatic vision of good and evil
that is disseminated by the corrupt religious. The religious notion that good can, or should, vanquish evil
is for Blake incorrect and he is careful to separate the teachings of the clergy from those of Christ for
whom he had the utmost respect. As an enlightened man, Christ understood the presence of the infinite,
and concerning the all-important contraries, desire and restraint, “Christ did not wish to unite but to
separate them, as in the Parable of sheep and goats! & he says I came not to send Peace but a Sword” (90).
Huxley had gathered from his research on the drug that mescaline would help him to relieve
himself of the ego and its limits on perception, and he also knew that this would move his own world
closer to that envisioned by Blake. He had, however, expected Blake’s world to be different from what he
found it to be. Because Blake was a visionary mystic who claimed to have conversed with angels and to
have seen cities made entirely of gold—and because these claims were frequently taken to describe
objects that he found in the landsape—Huxley expected his diminished ego to reveal a world of
hallucinogenic splendor. Dismissing his pre-existing conception of what his experience would be, Huxley
writes: “But what I had expected did not happen. I had expected to lie with my eyes shut, looking at
visions of many-colored geometries, of animated architectures, rich with gems and fabulously lovely...
trembling perpetually on the verge of ultimate revelation” (14-15). It is important that Huxley was able to
deflower himself of his own expectations because they represented an intellectual, and therefore selfish
form, and stubbornly to force his experience into this mold would be counterproductive. In his altered
state Huxley found that the inner world which he had expected to be extraordinarily transformed was of
little importance compared to what existed beyond himself. The “slow dance of golden lights” and
“sumptuous red surfaces swelling and expanding” that Huxley saw with his eyes closed were “cheap”
and not especially revealing. “It’s as though one were below decks on a ship,” he responded when asked
about his visions, “A five and ten cent ship” (44).
The below decks of the ship is comparable to Blake’s cavern, the shapes and patterns being selfcreated, and existing in a subjective realm that forges a place within the greater infinity of the world “out
there.” What was important, Huxley realized, was the change that took place “in the realm of objective
fact. What happened to [his] subjective universe was relatively unimportant” (Huxley, 16). Basically,
Huxley experienced a Blakean diminished ego, but understood and described his experience in distinctly
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non-Blakean terminology. He realized that the change in how he perceived the outside world was a
product of his own vision, but he saw that vision as a means of finding something new, rather than a
process of creating something new. The importance of the inner world was reduced because Huxley was
experiencing for the first time what he had previously only been able to read about. Significance is
usually a function of personal attachment in the sense that the significance of objects and events is
variable; assigning significance is a way for the self to impose itself on the outside world, as what is
deemed important is done so based on its position relative to the self and its preferences and preconceived notions. Subjectivity is marked by such judgments which by their very nature must be selfish,
so it follows that moving into the objective realm is not, as some would expect, the same as having one’s
judgments be invariably correct, but to cease making judgments in the first place.
The experience of seeing independent of selfish values naturally brought Huxley to a
contemplation of how subjective judgment functions, and to what extent a symbol can ever truly capture
the idea or object that it is supposed to represent. Language is mankind’s most pervasive symbol, and as
an author, Huxley must take it at least somewhat seriously despite his skepticism regarding the transfer
of information between people. “Most island universes,” he writes, “are sufficiently like one another to
permit of inferential understanding or even of mutual empathy or “feeling into... But in certain cases
communication between universes is incomplete or even non-existent” (13). For communication to take
place, two people must share a symbol, whether it is a word that carries the same definition and
connotations for both parties, a formula that is mutually understood, or an event that has a similar
significance and value in both universes. Symbols are an imperfect way of capturing the purity of
experience, but until human beings become telepathic there is no better way to transfer information. The
idea is similar to Derrida’s discussion of structure, sign, and play, particularly his paradoxical argument
that language can only be deconstructed using language. For that matter, any deconstruction has to make
use of the very thing that it is hoping to deconstruct because no workable vocabulary can be found
outside of that structure.
Huxley is appropriately ambivalent concerning the utility of language, explaining that “every
individual is at once the beneficiary and the victim of the linguistic tradition into which he was born—the
beneficiary inasmuch as language gives access to the accumulated records of other people’s experience,
the victim in so far as it confirms him in the belief that reduced awareness is the only awareness” (Doors,
23). Knowledge conveyed only through language is incomplete, but with the full involvement of both the
writer and the reader, or the speaker and the listener, words can trigger a sense of the immediate and
transfer the true meaning behind the symbols.
To understand another person’s words is only half of understanding, and it is important to
remember that language is not the thing itself. This stance again places Huxley in alliance with Blake who
found language glorious, but believed that to use it as a substitute for an actual signified meaning would
be to dwell in the finite. Blake held dogmatic religion to be the supreme perversion of language, as a
usurpation of its status as a pure intermediary, and a denial of the infinite on a grand scale. Long ago
“The ancient Poets animated all sensible objects with Gods or Geniuses, calling them by names and
adorning them with the properties of woods, rivers, mountains... and whatever their enlarged &
numerous senses could perceive” (85). The words of the ancient poets were virile, as they “animated”
rather than described, and their language was directly linked to their senses. Eventually the learning of
the ancient poets became a “system... which some took advantage of and enslav’d the vulgar by
attempting to realize or abstract the mental deities from their objects; thus began priesthood” (Blake, 11).
A system relies on reason, selfhood, and a strict adherence to plain, sensory data, and leads to language
that is ultimately binding rather than illuminating, such as the previously noted description of the sun as
a flaming guinea. Any such attribution of immovable characteristics deadens an image; language that
suggests infinite possibilities, like the words of the ancient poets or Blake’s description of the sun as the
heavenly choir, will animate an image. Dogma fails to recognize the structural gap between its own
system of symbols and the things they stand for by making language an end in itself instead of a means to
suggesting a greater potential vision. Unlike the ancient poets who sought to animate objects and convey
the infinite in all things, the priests hid the truth of experience in a complicated system—“thus men forgot
that All deities reside in the human breast” (Blake, 85).
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At its best, literature can be a beautiful expression of experience, glowing with the presence of the
infinite, but at its worst it is formulaic and bland and can actually function to deny the very thing that it
aims to express. Blake’s conception of declining meaning in language is extended by Huxley in The
Education of an Amphibian, in which he offers commentary on an experiment conducted by F. C. Bartlett.
Several subjects were asked to read a passage from Emerson and an American Indian folk tale and then to
recount what they had read. When the passages were retold, the accounts were notably stale. “All that
was fresh and original in the essay and the story tended to disappear. Slaves to the clichés in which they
habitually expressed themselves, the subjects had changed what they had read into the likeness of their
own familiar notions as embodied in the language of their class and culture” (Amphibian, 12). The
linguistic tradition is again both a liberator and captor, because it gave the subjects material to learn from
and a vehicle to express themselves, but it is unfortunately easy for the beauty of language to fade into a
system and lose its power. To give a present-day example, someone who watches too much television is
likely to pick up the affectations or verbal tics of the popular characters until their conversations are
really only empty shells, bereft of concrete experience: responses are pre-packaged and catch-phrases are
deployed whenever convenient. The focus becomes the finite forms that the self uses to filter imaginative
reality, and the awareness of the infinite grows dim.
After several hours, Huxley left the house and traveled to the World’s Biggest Drug Store, where
he leafed through volumes of artwork and came to the conclusion that painted representations of the
infinite, just like verbal representations, are limited. Reflecting on Van Gogh’s “The Chair,” Huxley
recognized that the way in which Van Gogh perceived of the chair was similar to the way Huxley himself
was beginning to see the world. To transfer this way of seeing onto canvas, however, “was a task to
which the power even of genius proved wholly inadequate” (Doors,28). The chair was not the chair of
ordinary perception, but like a word or a formula, it was still a symbol and as such it could only ever
suggest the infinite. Van Gogh and other gifted artists who shared the ability to see things in their true
nature are, in the Blakean sense, infernal. To print in the “infernal method,” is to use corrosives, to erode
rather than reinforce the surface of an object, and in doing so reveal “the infinite which was hid.”
In the Memorable Fancy on the fifteenth plate, Blake visits a printing house in Hell and sheds
further light on the process of infernal creation. The printing house is divided into six chambers: “In the
first chamber was a Dragon-Man, clearing away rubbish from a caves mouth” (88); in other words, he is
preparing the senses for a cleansed perception by removing the ego’s “rubbish” (Bloom, Interpretations
16). The second chamber holds a Viper, representing the devourer, wrapping itself around the cave and
placing stones around the perimeter to limit its capacity. The Viper of course, is missing the point, and
even though he thinks that he is successfully restraining energy, his concept of space and limitation is
only a ratio, and inside the third chamber is an Eagle who is flapping his wings and expanding the Viperbounded cave to infinite proportions despite its spatial limits. A further clue to understanding the third
chamber is provided in one of the Proverbs of Hell in which Blake writes, “When thou seest an Eagle,
thou seest a portion of Genius; lift up thy head!” (83). The giant Eagle is assisted by Eagle-like men, who
represent artists like Blake or Van Gogh who make up the human portion of genius. In the fourth
chamber are “Lions of flaming fire raging around & melting the metals into living liquids” (88), in a
symbolic victory of desire over restraint. Again the Proverbs of Hell provide useful insight, as lions are
established opposite the fox as emblems of the prolific. Two proverbs set up the relationship specifically:
“The fox provides for himself, but God provides for the Lion” (82), and “If the Lion was advised by the
Fox, he would be cunning” (84). The word “cunning” is used several times in The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell, each time in relation to the devourer, who like the Fox, is content in a selfish world apart from the
divine presence. The metals that the lions are melting down are the same systematic stones that the
restraining Viper had placed around the cave, and in doing so the lions are returning them to their true
and pliant state which the “Unnam’d forms” residing in the fifth chamber cast into the expanse, where
they are received by men and molded into books and presumably other forms of expression such as
paintings, or sculpture.
As Huxley recognized, the process of creation can never be more than partially cleansed, since
both conceptualization and creation must take place within a manageable form. Some artists with
especially cleansed perceptions can powerfully suggest the infinite, and according to Huxley, “The
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nearest approach to this... would be a Vermeer” (Doors, 38). Huxley considers Vermeer to be the greatest
painter of human still lives, “For that mysterious artist was trebly gifted—with the vision that perceives
the Dharma-Body as the hedge at the bottom of the garden, with the talent to render as much of that
vision as the limitations of human capacity permit, and with the prudence to confine himself in his
paintings to the more manageable aspects of reality” (38). That manageable portion is the all-important
Not-Self, the portion of a person which functions without prejudice or imposition. When Vermeer
painted a girl, for instance, he insisted that she be a girl (as opposed to an apple, a doll, or a cherub) but
would not allow her to act girlishly. “They might sit or quietly stand but never giggle, never display selfconsciousness... never flirt, never love or hate” (39), because by doing these things they would become
themselves and stop being their Not-Self, which is the essence of the image. Even the gifted Vermeer
could only find the infinite when it was clearly manifest, and so revealed that “the doors of his perception
were only partially cleansed” (39).
“This is how one ought to see,” Huxley repeated several times during his experiment, “how
things really are” (34). In normal perception, the ego forces the brain to be aware that it is part of a selfconscious being whose primary concern is physical survival. Consequently, utilitarian objects and ideas
appear significant while those of less immediate use seem unimportant. While on mescaline, Huxley
found himself less inclined to worry about practicality, and was content to sit and stare at the folds of his
trousers, or to contemplate the glowing significance of a painting. Even his concern for time disappeared
almost completely; when his investigator asked how he felt about it, he replied simply, “there seems to be
plenty of it” (31). The problem with his cleansed perception was that he could have spent days simply
looking at these “things the way they ought to be” (34) and been perfectly content. “Just looking,” he
recalls, “just being the divine Not-self of flower, of book, of chair, of flannel. That would be enough” (35).
There are, of course, needs that would not be fulfilled if he were to stare at his chair for eternity, and the
thought that his cleansed perception would prevent him from being a productive member of society
haunted his experience. “What about human relations? In the recording of that morning’s conversations I
find the question constantly repeated... How could one reconcile the timeless bliss of seeing as one ought
to see with the temporal duties of doing what one ought to do and feeling as one ought to feel?” (Huxley,
35). The question of how to reconcile the mescaline state with the productive state is the climactic
problem in The Doors of Perception, and leads Huxley to a discussion of contraries, during which, oddly
enough, he does not directly invoke Blake despite the strikingly Blakean nature of both his question and
conclusion. In contrast to his nearly constant presence throughout the rest of the essay, Blake’s almost
complete absence at this critical juncture suggests that Huxley may have misunderstood Blake’s infernal
voice to be the voice of Blake himself.
Mescaline, as a means of cleansing perception has its worth, but after praising the drug and the
experience, Huxley is careful to qualify that his altered state was still only a partial cleansing and should
not be confused with enlightenment. There are two poles—for lack of a better word—to human
perception: on one side is heightened contemplation stemming from an awareness of the infinite, on the
other is the belief in the totality of finite forms and systems. Clearly Huxley agreed with Blake that seeing
the infinite is seeing truth. He also agreed with Blake that the ideal in perception does not forsake the
finite pole, although Huxley does not recognize their agreement on this point. Mescaline allowed Huxley
to experience contemplation at its height—“At its height, but not yet in its fullness. For in its fullness the
way of Mary includes the way of Martha and raises it, so to speak to its own highest power” (41). The
word “fullness” suggests a multidimensional realm as opposed to the one dimensional measurement of
“height.” The problem with mescaline is that it “opens up the way of Mary, but shuts the door on
Martha” (41). To move past height and into fullness, the contrary poles of perception must be married,
not in the sense that they are blended into one moderate consciousness, but in the sense that both must be
accessible. Higher level contemplation would be useless without the necessary symbols and systems to
interpret the experience. When those same symbols and systems are confused with solid representations
of some concrete thing, however, they also become worthless.
A textual, rather than legendary, reading of Blake leaves no doubt that he was arguing the same
point as Huxley, that both poles are necessary for human progression, but on this point the legend has
traditionally polarized Blake on the side of his devils. In the work of Cunningham, Gilchrist, Ellis, and
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Yeats, the emphasis was always on Blake seeing things differently, or on the exceptional aspects of
Blakean vision. He was always an exile from the world of “normal” perception. The vision that is
ascribed to Blake is, by his own terminology, infernal, and as such is a natural extension of the
antinomian appraisal of Blake that led Frederick Tatham to burn his manuscripts. “The traditional
misinterpretation,” according to Harold Bloom, “with its distinguished lineage… holds that Blake’s
reading is an antinomian one” (Bloom, Interpretations 9). The specific “reading” being referred to is the
short interpretation of Milton’s Paradise Lost found on the fifth and sixth plates, but the point applies to
the broader argument as well. Geoffrey Keynes, for instance, argues matter-of-factly that Blaked placed
“Imagination above Reason and so seemed to upset what is usually regarded as the foundation of the
doctrines propounded by his predecessors” (Keynes, ix). As previously mentioned, Blake’s intention was
to present the contrary to Swedenborg and other conventional thinkers, so he writes mostly from an
infernal point of view, but he did not intend for this perspective to be regarded as a moral superior to its
opposite. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is a satire, blatantly ironic and often funny, so it is of utmost
importance to be able to separate those times when Blake is writing as a devil from those times when he
is writing candidly, as Blake. When the proper distinction is made, it becomes clear that Blake is not
condoning energy with no restraint, nor an awareness of the infinite with no base in the finite, in society
or the individual. It is crucial that in Hell’s printing house the Viper, who represents restraint and places
restrictive stones around the cave, is as important to the printing process as the symbols of creative
genius, for it is the Viper’s stones that are eventually melted by the lions and turned into true knowledge.
Blake states his case quite clearly at times, writing in his initial set of assumptions “without contraries is
no progression” (77), and again while describing the relationship between the creative genius and
systematic restraint when he explains that “the prolific would cease to be prolific unless the devourer as a
sea received the excess of his delights” (90). The prolific is certainly glorified in comparison to the
devourer, but only because Blake is consciously creating a contrary to the prominent Swedenborgian
ideology, which needed no further reinforcement.
Gifted as he was in the art of interpretation, Huxley fails to comprehend the extent to which his
argument has taken a Blakean form, otherwise he surely would have made at least a passing mention of
the heavy emphasis that Blake placed on the necessity of both contraries. After using Blake’s phrase as
the title of his work, and analyzing his experience through a Blakean lens, it seems odd that Huxley
would retreat from Blake’s terminology at the very point at which Blake’s influence should have been
most resonant. Apparently, Huxley allowed himself to become entangled in the legend and in the
remarkable nature of Blake’s argument, thereby missing its true depth, as Keynes and others did as well.
In the entire discourse on contraries, Huxley mentions Blake only once and he does so in a strictly polar
citation: “‘I have always found,’ Blake wrote rather bitterly, ‘that Angels have the vanity to speak of
themselves as the only wise. This they do with a confident insolence sprouting from systematic
reasoning’” (Huxley, 77). Blake’s criticism here is not of systematic reasoning in and of itself, but of a
limited existence that relies solely on systems and loses touch with the infinite. The same passage (found
on the twenty-second plate) that Huxley cited actually goes on to explain the real problem with
Swedenborg’s work, that “He conversed with Angels who are all religious, & conversed not with Devils
who all hate religion” (Blake, 128): one would be similarly unenlightened if he or she had contact only
with devils.
The proverbs of Hell are a tribute to unrestrained desire, and while some are sagacious and
useful, others stand as a warning against forsaking reason for energy, the most poignant of which is
“Sooner murder an infant in its cradle than nurse unacted desires” (Blake, 116). Despite his apparent
misprision, Huxley actually elucidates Blake’s thesis quite effectively, writing that “Systematic reasoning
is something we could not, as a species or individuals, possibly do without. But neither, if we are to
remain sane, can we possibly do without direct perception, the more unsystematic the better” (77).
Despite the fact that Huxley possessed an extraordinary ability to understand and appreciate artwork of
many genres, or maybe because he had such a vast body of knowledge, it is not surprising that he could
have fallen into the traditional misreading of Blake. Huxley’s awareness of Blake extended beyond
Blake’s texts into the realm of legend, where Blake is usually placed strictly on the side of his devils.
Quite simply, the Blake legend asserted itself in the form of the antinomian reading which has proven to
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be a lasting legacy. Regardless of Blake’s intent, the presence of the legend has dictated the ways in
which his images and ideas have been appropriated and reproduced.
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